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how an equivalent condition of the existence of a toric crepant resolution of a hyperquotient singularity which is given by quotients
            of a three-dimensional afine toric terminal singularity by diagonal group actions.
1 Motivation
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'
     G: a finite group acting on X
     Our primary question
I what conditions are sufflcient for er[istence of erepant resolutions of quotient
I singiliarities (x/G,r)?
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  Assumption
 X; an affine toric terminal 3-fold, G: a finite group which acts on X diagonally,
(XIC,x): an isolated Gorenstein singularity
Theorem 1.1 (G. K. White, D. Morrison, G. Stevens, V. Danllov and M. FVumkin)
LetX be an affne toric Q-foctorial threefold. f7een X is terrninal if and only ifX
is of the type "(a,-a,1) where the integera is coprime to r. In partictdar, ifX is
Gorenstein, then X is sTnooth.
Theorem 1.2 Let X be an affne tonic non-Q-factorial threefold. Then X has a
terminal singutan'ty tf and only tl X r- Spec(C[x,y, i, wll(xz - yuJ)).
2 Quotient case
 Let X be of the type ;(a,-a, 1). We define G' c GL(3,C) as follows where e.
is a primitive r-th root of 1,.
                    ., .Åq(tg" .,PeE)År
Definition 2•1 Let G c GL(3,C) be a finite diagonal group action on C3 as
(xi,Åë2,x3) e (E2xi,E2x2,eZx3) where GCD(a, b, c, k) = 1 and a, b,c E Zn [O,r).
IfG contains G' as a norrnal subgroup, then G is called a diagonal group action on
x.
Theorem 2.1 (Y.Ito, D.G.Markushevich, S.S.Roan) All three-dimensional
Corenstein quetient singularities possess crepant resolutions.
Let G be a diagonal group action on X.
Q. Do there exist diagonal group actions on X such that (XIG,x) are isolated
Gorenstein qttotient singularities?
Theorem 2.2 (K. Kurano and S. Nishi ) Letn be an odd prime number. Let
G be a finite subgroup of GL(n,C) which does not contain any pseudo-reflections.
Assume that the C"IG is Corenstein with isolated singularity. Then C"IG has a
cyclic guotient singularity.
Example 2.1 (X, [O]); a quotient singulart'ty of type l(a, -a, 1)




     x pt
c3 r- SpecC[a, b, c]
     c3xspecc[xr,yr,zr] c31Gm
ip2: the quotient map by G"
G'" c GL(3,C): smallfinite, (C3!GM,O): an isolated Corenstein singalarity ; di3
is a cyclic guotient.
           a'" := Åq(t/: eOila .:,. )År where GCD(u, v, w, k) = 1.
We may identiju the variables as x' = a, y' = b, zr = c.
ip2
c3 r- c[x,y,z]M.
               ip` ipC, 3t ', zr]
                       XIC 2 c31e
ip4: the composition of quotient maps ip2 and ip3 =År ] the guotient map ips.
         di, .., d .,, Åq(eg 06 g), (g Åí,r i), (i :, .a )•(eg' e:,; .l,, )År
Note 2.1 X: a quotient singularity of the type +(a,-a,1) =År ]G: a diagonal
group action on X s.t. (XIC, O) is an isolated Gorenstein singularity - For the G,
] a crepant resolution.
3 Hypersurfacecase
 Let X be Spec(C [x,y,z, u)]1(xz - yw)).
Definition 3.1 Let G be a finite diagonal subgroup (i.e., generated by diagonal
matrices) ofGL(4,C) acting on C4 as follows where ek is a prt-mitive k-th root of
1 and a, b, c, dE [D, r) nZ.
                (x,y, z, w) e (e:x, E2y,eZz, etw)
If the group G acts on X, then we call G a diagonal grvup action on X.
Proposition 3.1 Let G be a diagonal grvup action on X and g be a generator of
G. If the quotient XIG is Gorenstein, then g can be wrt'tten as
                  ( EE`' eit .gO. .t?,)
   4 Mainresult
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   Theorem 4.1 Let a be a diagonal group action on Spec(Clx,y,z,w]/(Åëx - yw)) l
   and (Spec(C[x,y,x,w]1(xz - yw))IG,O) be an isolated Gorenstein singularity. I
                 crepant resolution ef Spec(C[x,y,z,wll(xz - yw))IG if and IThere
            a toricxists
   only ifG is one of the following; l
                     Åq(e,r' i' .i'ai)År or Åq(g e}i,i•,)År l,
                                                           I•
                       x(XIG)-21Gl l•
                                                           i
l where XIG isacrepant resolution ofSpec(C[x,y,z,w]1(xz-yw))IG. I
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   Example 4.1





F,g [1} G=Åq(eae i, .i,,i i))
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Fig [2] G=Åq(Z'7 i' f,:,s i)• (E ei' !, ,i,,))
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